Conclusion

The conclusion was taken by the result of the study. It is found that there are three roles in these short stories; they are positive, misogynistic, and slave. Where in the positive there are independent, intelligent, and heroic. Besides, there are bitch, witch, vamp or the virgin and also goddess. The positive role was portrayed the woman who had more appreciation by the other people. Feminism give the explicitly explanation, how the place of women and how are their desire will be reached by the women itself. The men give their injustice thought about something without paying attention to the placed of women itself. Even though their wife. It portrayed in Desiree’s Baby.

The domination place by men will not stop. Then appear the women movement. Feminist thought it is the time of emancipation. Women also are able to get education to help them survive and face the world. It was happened in the Ma’ame Pelagie. When La Petite appeared as an intelligent woman who love her habitual with her book and other, it viewed that the women movement has begun. The other case, there was unexpected moment in the story. It happened when woman who stand with her ego and finally she broke her household. When, feminist criticism claim that the woman awareness, include the ego of women itself, but the other part it is not unexpected. It became women who dominate the home. Even though, feminism is to get women right, but when egos already control the women, it was frighten that women will give the imbalance to social role. The other reason because feminism only focused to the way to give the right to women, so they will get confession and appreciate as human also in the social.
The other case is slave, when woman get injustice because become a slave there were negative judgment from other about them. Also get intimidation from men and other people around them, but Kate give the special treat about it. In fact, it was not happening in these Kate Stories. There was no found the intimidation and hardness by other people to her character.

The other case is about misogynistic role. There was one role that has found in this study. From the fifth role in misogynistic role, there was virgin. The other is not portrayed in these short stories. Generally, it can be concluded that woman have to get education and the skill in order that they can survive and face the world.

The messages of Kate’s short stories are; Kate’s portrayed her character’s role into a woman who can survive in their life. It shows that, woman must be strong to face the world, in order that woman can survive their life in this era. Besides, Kate placed her character’s role well in the story. It showed that, the woman must place their self in order that everyone around her can appreciate their place in society life.

**Suggestion**

Finally, from this study of women role is still far from being perfect. This study only investigates about descriptive study. Based on the conclusion, the writer suggest that hoppely could give references to the other student who want to take same thing with this study. It also hopefully can guide them to analyze the literature. At least, from this study can suggest that:

First, the English Department student who conducts the same study can develop it, into interdisciplinary study. It could be bring into history, sociology, religion, and culture when the story was written. It can give more knowledge about Kate’s story from feminist literary criticism view.
Second, the English Department student especially who take the literature can pay attention when make analyzed the literature work and pay attention to the writing style.

Third, the English Department student who takes the literature work, you have to pay attention to implicit meaning when make the analyzing of the work.